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MANICO FLYER
FLYER HANDLE
MANCHE PORTE-LUMIÈRE FLYER
MANGO FLYER
HANDLICHTQUELLE FLYER

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL PRODUCTS

ATTENZIONE: Gli operatori devono leggere e capire completamente questo manuale 
prima di utilizzare il prodotto.
ATTENTION: The operators must carefully read and completely understand the present manual 
before using the product.
AVIS: Les opérateurs doivent lire et bien comprendre ce manuel avant d’utiliser le produit.
ATENCIÓN: Los operadores tienen que leer y entender completamente este manual antes de utilizar el producto.
ATENÇÃO: Os operadores devem ler e entender completamente este manual antes de usar o produto.
ACHTUNG: Diese Anleitung muss vor dem Einsatz des Produkts aufmerksam gelesen und vollständig 
verstanden werden.

Manuale d’uso - User manual - Manuel de l’utilisateur - Guía de uso 
Guia para utilização - Gebrauchs- und instandhaltungsanleitung 
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Gima S.p.A.
Via Marconi, 1
20060 Gessate (MI) Italy 
Made in Pakistan

30794 - 30795
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Product
- 30794 flyer handle(LED)
- 30795 flyer handle (halogen)

A convenient handle that provides focused and bright light. The system is portable and easy to use.
Flyer Handle contains two AAA batteries connected in series and gives 3.0 volt DC thus eliminating the need for adapters. This is the 
perfect solution for hectic everyday clinical and hospital life.  

Features
Handle: Handle contains two AAA size batteries.
Bottom Cap: Situated at the bottom of each handle. Rotate clockwise to turn ON and Counter clockwise to turn OFF
Connector: Located on the top of each handle and contains LED or halogen Lamp. Connect your instrument here.

LED Specifications
LED Voltage: 2.5V
LED Power: 0.33 W
Lux: 60000

Bulb Specifications
Voltage: 2.5V
Current: 0.7 amp

Code 31478 bulb (for handle 30795).

Assembling
First of all connect part No. 1 with part No. 2 then insert batteries in the handle and connect part No.3 with part No.2. Now the handle is 
ready for use.
Note: Insert the batteries in the right polarity as shown.

Replacement of batteries
Replace 2 batteries at the same time. New batteries should not be mixed with partially exhausted ones.  Different batteries or different brands 
should not be mixed. Failure to observe these precautions may result problems and thus increase the probability of leakage.

 Rechargeable batteries are not recommended. Do not short circuit the batteries terminals. Do not expose the batteries to water or fire.
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Prescriptions
The product shall be used by qualified personnel only. Do not use the equipment in case it is damaged. Apply to your retailer. Avoid precari-
ous repairs. Repairs shall be carried out with original spare parts only, which shall be installed according to the intended use.

 Broken LEDs can cause injuries or cut. Carefully handle and immediately replace.

Use and Maintenance
Place the product in such a way to make sure that it is protected from dust and water to assure its hygienic conditions and protection against 
short circuit. 
• It is not good practice to use or leave equipment exposed to extreme conditions.
• It is advantageous to remove batteries immediately from equipment which has ceased to function satisfactorily, or when not in use for a 

long period.
• Be sure to turn off the equipment after use.
• Store batteries in a cool, dry place and out of direct sunlight. Handle the product with great care.

 Before removing the diagnostic unit, make sure that instrument is off. Any unauthorized modification/service may cause short circuit 
that may damage the equipment, so always contact the authorized person.

Symbols

Disposal: The product must not be disposed of along with other domestic waste. The users must dispose of this equipment by 
bringing it  to a specific recycling point for electric and electronic equipment.
For further information on recycling points contact the local authorities, the local recycling center or the shop where the product 
was purchased. If the equipment is not disposed of correctly, fines or penalties may be applied in accordance with the national 
legislation and regulations. 

GIMA WARRANTY CONDITIONS
Congratulations for purchasing a GIMA product. This product meets high qualitative standards both as regards the material and the production. 
The warranty is valid for 12 months from the date of supply of GIMA.
During the period of validity of the warranty, GIMA will repair and/or replace free of charge all the defected parts due to production reasons. 
Labor costs and personnel traveling expenses and packaging not included. 
All components subject to wear are not included in the warranty. 
The repair or replacement performed during the warranty period shall not extend the warranty.
The warranty is void in the following cases: repairs performed by unauthorized personnel or with non-original spare parts, defects caused 
by negligence or incorrect use. 
GIMA cannot be held responsible for malfunctioning on electronic devices or software due to outside agents such as: voltage changes, electro-
magnetic fields, radio interferences, etc. 
The warranty is void if the above regulations are not observed and if the serial code (if available) has been removed, cancelled or changed. 
The defected products must be returned only to the dealer the product was purchased from. Products sent to GIMA will be rejected.

Caution: read instructions 
(warnings) carefully Follow instructions for use Medical Device complies 

with Directive 93/42/EEC 

Keep in a cool, dry place Keep away from sunlight WEEE disposal

Manufacturer  Date of manufacture Type B applied part

Product code Lot number 




